STARRY NIGHTS

We love a night out on the town, and these four benevolent galas gave good reason to take on the social whirl. First up was the Aging Mind Foundation Gala, which saluted one of our city’s most influential couples, Shirley and Robert Miller, and benefitted the Center for Vital Longevity at UT Dallas. Next, we treated to Texas Horse Park for the Equest 35th Anniversary Gala. Then it was off to hollywood with celebs in from Hollywood, as Earth Day Texas presented the inaugural Celebrities for Change Gala at Fair Park. Topping things off was the revived and reinvented Yellow Rose Gala, during which disco star Gloria Gaynor took the stage for a memorable performance benefitting multiple sclerosis research.

WE TRIED TO RAISE $35,000 IN 3.5 SECONDS in honor of the 35th anniversary, and it only took a nanosecond for a very generous couple to raise a paddle. — Helena Wall, Equest Gala co-chair

ON THE SCENE
Aging Mind Foundation Gala: Chair Barbara Daseke and husband Don Daseke; honorary chairs Lee Ann and Marc White and Lunt and Barry Andrews. WFAA: June McCurry and Ron Corning; guests Diane and Hal Brierley, Ashley Tatum, Claudia and Ira Goldfarb, Kris Lloyd, Barbara and Bob Bigham, Carly Fields, Suzanne and David Palmlund, and Bill Buzoziotis.

Equest Gala: Chairs Helena and Doug Wall; honorary chairs Chris and Dale Hansen; emcees Jocelyn White and Jodi Dean; performer Cary Pierce; guests Robin Browning, Cheryl and Bob Hutchinson, Brandon Lozano, Luchi and Mick Atwood, Adrian Dish, Di Johnston, Claire Johnston, Tammy and Jack Novak, Katherine Albert, Julie and Michael Fox, Terry Rohan, Lili Kellogg, and Susan Schwartz. (continued on page 54)
“MY FAMILY Brought this event back to recognize my mother’s Legacy.

The evening was filled with two dynamic generations coming together to support a deserving cause.

— Fallon Wynne Way, Yellow Rose Gala Foundation President and 2016 event chair